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Differential probabilities for detachment of an electron bound by short-range forces (e.g. in H-) by an electric field with an 
alternating de component are obtained. In the most interesting case of a weak wave field, the presence of the constant field 
considerably increases the detachment probability, providing the field strength is sufficient for efficient opening of the nearest 
subthreshold (with respect to number of quanta absorbed from the wave) channels. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL FORMULA FOR 
PROBABILITY 

IN a recent note, Askar'yan and ArutyunyanC 1J consid
ered in a semiquantitative manner the interesting ques
tion of the influence of a constant electric field on multi
photon ionization of atoms by the field of the wave. A 
quantitative study of multiphoton ionization of atoms 
even by the simplest field of a monochromatic wave en
tails considerable difficulties, since it is necessary to 
take into account the joint action exerted on the electron 
in the final state by the field of the wave and by the long
range Coulomb force s[2-4J • 

On the other hand, if multiquantum detachment of 
electrons bound by short-range forces is considered, 
then one can justify the use of an approximation in which 
only the action of the field on the electron in the final 
state is taken into account[ s-a]. Indeed, in this case, dis
tances that are large in comparison with the dimensions 
of the bound system become effective[s-&J, so one can 
disregard both the finite radius of the binding forces 
and the presence of the scattered wave in the finall). 
The matrix element of the transition can then be written 
in the form[ 2J 

4nN ~ 
M = ----,-1 J dtew1Jl.'(x = O,t), 

(2mV) '-~ 

TJ' = 2m!, c' ~ 1. 

N' = c'TJ 
4nm' (1) 

Here I is the binding energy of the electron, m is its 
mass, 1J; (x) is the wave function of the final state, and 

p 
c' is a dimensionless constant of the order of unity. 
Formula (1) can be obtained by another method if the 
process is regarded as transformation of elementary 
particles[s, 7J. The interaction that leads to the trans
formation is chosen in the form of a product of scalar 
wave functions of the particles, and the.wave functions 
of the charge particles take into account the action of 
the external field. Further, recognizing that the elec-

!)Even when the radius of the binding forces tends to zero, the potential 
that leads to the bound state Ne-~'/r produces states 
l(ip=e1• ''-exp(ipr)/(ry+ip)r with scattered S-waves in the continuous 
spectrum. In the approximation under consideration, the scattered wave 
is not taken into account. Therefore, for very strong fields (and large 
probabilities), when rerr- 1/'r/, such an approximation describes the pro
cess only qualitatively. 

tromagnetic field acts effectively only on a light parti
cle, and changing over to the nonrelativistic case, we 
obtain (1). 

We assume also that the wavelength A. of the electro
magnetic field is much larger than the effective distan
ces of the process. Then the electromagnetic field can 
be described by a vector potential A(t) that depends only 
on the time. The corresponding solution of the 
Schrodinger equation is 

1Jl. ( x) = exp { ipx- 2~ j [P - eA ( t) ]' dt}, (2) 

p1 , p2, and p3 are the quantum numbers of the state. 
Substitution of (2) in (1) yields, in principle, the solution 
of the problem. 

The sought probability turns out to be proportional 
to the observation time T, as it should. The multiplier 
ofT, however, cannot result now from the o-function 
describing the energy conservation law; the integral 
with respect to t in (1) converges in the case of a field 
with a de component. Accordingly, if we represent A(t) 
in the form 

A(t) = d(cp)- Et, . .9it(<p + 2n) =d(cp), 
<p= -wt + <po 

(3) 

and put E = (0, 0, E), then JMI 2 should in fact be inde
pendent of p3, and the integration with respect to p3 
should separate the multiplier of T. In classical lan
guage, p3 is the integration of motion connected with the 
kinetic momentum 1T3(t) and with the potential (3) by the 
relation 

p,=n,(t) + eA,(t). (4) 

Replacement of Et by E(t + to) in (3) does not change the 
field, but changes p3 in accordance with (4). The dynam
ics of the process should therefore be independent of PJ· 

To verify this, we transform (2), by making the sub
stitution t = u- p3 /eE, into 

1Jl.'(:r)=exp -ipx+-(pJ.'+e'd')u+--- ~ A(s)e'••, { i - ie'E'u' } 
2m 6m i..J 

(5) 

f(<p) = -2
1 J du[e'd'(cp)- e'd'- 2ePJ. · d J.(<p)- 2e'Eud,(<p)], 
m, 

(6) 

d' =_!__s· d'(cp)d<p. 
.3Jt -l't 
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In the integral with respect to u in (6), cp = -wu 
+ wp3/eE + cp 0• Since f(cp) depends on u not only via the 
periodic varaible cp, it follows that A(s) depends on u, 
i.e., cp' in the integral with respect to cp' in (5) should 
be regarded as independent of u. The lower limit of 
integration with respect to u in (6) corresponds to the 
choice of an arbitrary lower limit of integration in (2) 
in the form-p3/eE. Now substitution of (5) in (1) yields 

M =·- ..!!:!:!!._e-"P•1'E ~ exp{ is ( wp, + IJlo )} B(s). 
(2mV)''• ~ eE 

·s {[ P'+e'd'] .ie'E'u'} B(s)=-~duA(s)exp i 1-sw+ J. 2m u+~ 

and B does not depend on P3· From this follows the 
probability of detachment of the electron 

Jaw= SIMI'<~~·;, 
Bn'N' { ( wp )} IMI'=~~exp i(s-s') eE' +1Po IB(s)l'. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The terms of the sum (9) with s »" s' do not make any 
contribution in the integral of I Ml 2 with respect to p3. 
(These terms vanish in general after averaging over 
the initial phase .p 0 .) Since the integral with respect to 
u in (8) is evaluated on finite values of u independent of 
p3, the effective values for a given p3 are teff = ueff 
- p3/eE. It follows therefore that J dp3 = eET, and we 
finally obtain 

; Jaw= 8:'(!;)"' ~ J IB(s)i'dp,dp,, 

B(s)=~( e'E' )''• B(s), B,=..i... 
2l'n 2m em 

(10) 

The s-th term of the sum yields here the probability of 
detachment of s photons with absorption from an alter
nating field (or emission in the field at s < 0), and the 
integral expression gives the differential distribution 
with respect to P1 and p2. 

Formula (10) contains as particular cases both the 
probability of detachment of an electron by the alternat
ing field of the waveCs-sJ and the probability of tunneling 
in a constant field[sJ. For example, turning off the field 
of the wave, we obtain 

dW,(E) _ BN'- ( B, )''• '( )d d --T-- -'lJ- 2E v z p, p,, (11) 

z = ( :; ) "• [ 1 + P<' ~ p,' ]. v(z) = 2~n j dt e''"+"''', 
'I] -oo 

B(s)= v(z)~ ••. 

Using the relations obtained by Aspnes[ 9J for the Airy 
functions v(z), we can readily carry out the integration 
in (11): 

W,(E) ( 2E )''• ·s . BnN'---=BnN''lJ - v'(y+t)dt=-,-1 [v''(y)-yv'(y)], (12) 
T B, , rY 

- (!!:...) ''• 
Y- 2E ' 

t=(!!:._) ''• Pl.'. 
2E '1] 2 

When y ~ 1 (and c' = 1) we obtain from this the result 

of Demkov and DrukarevCsl : 

W,(E) =l..!,exp{- ~!!!._}. 
T B, 3 E 

2. LINEARLY POLARIZED WAVE 

We now consider the case when the potential (3) is of 
the form 

A(t) = acosq>- Et, a= (a" 0, a,), 
aw = B, a = )'a,'+ a,', (13) 

B is the amplitude of the wave field. From (5) and (6) 
we get 

1 • 
A(s)=-J dc:pexp{i[asin c:p- f\ sin 2c:p +vcos c:p- sc:p]}, 

2n -• 
a= a1 + azu, CZt = eatPt / mro, az = e2Eas / mw, 

~ = e'a' /Bmw, v = -e'Ea, / mw'. (14) 

For the function A(s) we readily obtain the representa
tion 

l=-oo 

(15) tg'IJ = v/a, 

if we use the relation 

, __ 00 

Using the same relation for the factor exp(ia2u sin 'fl) 
and changing over in (8) from the variable u to the var
iable t = (e2E2/2m)113u, we obtain 

-
B(s)= ~A(s-n,a,,~,y)C(n), 

1 -
C(n)""' C(n,z,z')= 2l'n_~ dte'<"+"!3JJ.(z't), 

( 2m )''• [ P1.' e'a'] z= - 1-sw+-+--
e'E" 2m 4m (16) 

= (!!:...) ''• [Pl.' - (2 + 6') s- s,]' 
2E '1] 2 2s, 

,_ (~)''• = (2Es,'1• )''• l'S.s, =~ = ea, 
z - e'E' a, 2 B, 1+ s'/2' 6 'l1 '6a 'l1 ' 

I s' B, 6' 
So=-;-( 1+2) = 28 s( 1+z-} 

At ~ « 1, when it seems that not more than s 0 terms 
are significant in the sum over n in (16), it is convenient 
to calculate the function C(n) by representing Jn(z' t) in 
the form of the series. Then the integrals with respect 
to t are expressed in final analysis in terms of the Airy 
function v(z) and its derivative, since the n-th derivative 
of the Airy function, by virtue of the relation v" (z) 
= zv(z) is again expressed in terms of v and v'. We note, 
finally, that at y = 0 the function A( s) coincides with 
A0(s, a, 8) the asymptotic forms of which were investi
gated earlier[lo,n,s]. At a = 0 we obtain from (14) or 
(15) 

A(s, 0, 13, y) = e''"1'A,(s, y, -~). (17) 

In the absence of a de component of the field (E = 0) 
by virtue of energy conservation, the summation in (10) 
proceeds only over s > s 0• At finite E, the "sub-
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threshold" channels with s < so are also open2l. To ob
tain a clear idea of their role, we consider the simple 
case when a3 = 0, i.e., a is orthogonal to E. Then 

y=z'=O, C(n)=v(z)B,., 

W 8N' B 'h ~ 
r=-;]( 2~) ~) A,'(s,a,~)v'(z)dp,dp,, 

z = (~)'!,[ E-(2 + f,')s- s,1· 
2E 11' 2s, (18) 

The asymptotic form of A~( s, a, B) at 

(19) 

was obtained in[sJ. If the expression obtained there is 
rewritten in a form that does not presuppose the pres
ence of the energy conservation law, then we obtain 

i 
A,'(s, a,~)= ~e'R' 1[i- cos(2 lmf- argf")], 

{ Vi+£' i s-s, Vi+6' 
2Ref=2s ----Arsh----~· 

2+s' f. s, 2+6' 

P1 2 
" + + ... , 

rJ"I'i + 6'( i + f,'/2) 
(20) 

2Im/=2s{~- 4V~ p, + ... }, 
2 2+ 6' T) 

f" + p, + l/"1 4sV~ (21) arg = Jl 'T) (1 + s') ... , = 2 + 6' + ... 

The dots denote terms ~(s- s 0)/2s0 relative to the 
smallest terms that have been written out. 

Using (20) and changing over in (18) to the variables 
p 1 = .Jp~ + p~ and cp, we can readily carry out the inte
gration with respect to 

zn sp.1.z J d<!Je' 0 "''• = 2neQI,(Q), Q = --===----
Tl'Yi + s'(i + £'/2) 

(22) 

p, = P.L cos <p. 

Io(Q) is a Bessel function. The contribution of the os
cillating term in (20) to the integral can be neglected. 
The remaining integral with respect to Pi is given by 

~ d 2 

S ___!!_::_ e0!, ( Q) v' (z), 
0 11' 

(23) 

and the integrand determines the form of the distribu
tion with respect to Pi at fixed s. The obtained expres
sions are simple enough to be able to trace the influence 
of a constant field on the multiquantum ionization. 

We note one particular case. Let B0 /2s~ 12E ~ 1 and 
~ 2 « 1. The first of these conditions denotes that in 
any case the first subthreshold channel is effectively 
open (the quantity z in (18) is of the order of unity). In 
this case, just as in the absence of a constant field, 

2)The gist of this effect, which consists of "smearing" of the <>-function 
describing the energy conservation law by the constant field, is the same 
as in the Franz-Keldysh effectl12•13l. 

p~ eff /11 2 ~ s~\ seff ~ so, and the integral (23) is of the 
order of s~1 . Recognizing also that 

i Vi +s' 2 1 s' s' Arsh-----=In--·~+---+ s 2 + s' s 2 4 32 .. · ' 

we have A~s, a, B) ~ ~ 2 s, ~ 2 « 1, as expected if per
turbation theory with respect to the wave field is appli
cable. It follows therefore that the reaction proceeds 
via the first subthreshold channel with a probability 
larger by a factor C2 than via the first channel above 
threshold. The probability that the reaction will proceed 
with absorption of some number of photons s > so is not 
altered in order of magnitude by the presence of the 
field in this case. Thus, in accordance with[lJ, a mod
erately strong constant electric field lowers the effec
tive number of quanta absorbed from the electromag
netic wave in the ionization process. 

3. LOW FREQUENCY LIMIT 

If the process under consideration evolves within a 
time such that the phase of the wave has no opportunity 
to change appreciably, then the probability in the 
periodic field is connected with the probability in the 
constant field by the relation 

2 n/2 

W=- s dljlW,(E(¢)), 
Jl 0 

(24) 

W c(E) is the probability in the constant field with inten
sity E (see formula (12)). 

In the case of the linearly polarized wave (13) we 
have 

E(l(•) = [(a,wsinl(J)'+ (a3wsin¢+E)'J'f'. (25) 

If a1 = 0, then relation (24) holds also for the differential 
probability. At a3 = 0 it is easy to verify that formula 
(18) reduces to (24) as ~ - oo (actually at ~ 2 » B0 /B). 
Indeed, using the results ofC 11 ' 5J, we have 

2 [ 2B sin '\jJ ] '!. -
A,'(s,a,~)= n£'sin'ljl -----s;:- v'(y)[1+cos2s]. 

[ B ]'1• s-s p' 
y= --~- o, o=1+(2+s')--0 --~-, 

2Bsmljl 2s, rr (26) 

cos ¢ = a /8~ = p, I 11£, 

where the contribution from lp 1 /1J~ I > 1 vanishes as 
~ - oo, The oscillating term cos 2~ can be omitted, 
since it makes no contribution upon integration. Replac
ing the sum over s in (18) by an integral, we obtainC 9J 

S~ 2s, ( 2E )'1• Vn I B sin"' I'" dsv'(y)v'(z)=- - - -- v,(z), 
-~ 6' B, 4 E 

z= [ [(Bsin.p~'+E'P• r (1 + :.,' ), v,(x) = ~Jv(t)dt. (27) 

The integral of v1(z) with respect to p2 should be trans
formed with the aid of the formula 

after which we obtain (24), with the integration with 
respect to P1 playing the role of averaging over the 
phase ljl. 
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In conclusion, I am grateful to G. A. Askar'yan and 
V. S. Vinogradov for a fruitful discussion. 
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